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Current State

Future State

Synthetic Fuels

Context – changing
energy systems

• 1 SMR is ~1/1000 of the
existing global installed
nuclear capacity
• Most existing capacity will
be retired / replaced over
the next 30 years

Fossil Fuels

• Nuclear provides only ~2%
total global energy
demand today (across
power, heat, transport)

Electrification

• Nuclear can play a large
role and be relevant in the
context of
decarbonisation…
…BUT NOT AT ANY COST

Decarbonisation
4
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Regulatory / Safety

Power station
design:
The principle of
lowest LCOE is the
primary
requirement

Proliferation
Resistant

Reduce
capital

Cost of Electricity
=
(£/MWhr)

Manage
Investment
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Code Compliance

Reduce
O&M

(capital + total O&M + decom + fuel costs + financing cost)

Power Generating potential x Capacity factor

Maximise
power

Compatibility with
support Infrastructure
and Sites

Market Timing

Maximise
reliability

Public
Perceptio
n

Utility Familiarisation
/ Selection of
Technology

Reduce
Fuel cost

Delivery
Partnership
Potential

Global
Market

Global commodities boom
Oil hits $147 per barrel

Electricity Market
pricing
HPC Strike Price
agreed with fwd
escalation

Prices rise 40%
in twelve months

Electricity price is volatile
and heavily linked to Oil
Price
SMR electricity generation
economics is detached
from oil price and brings
long term certainty
Financing cost is key –
function of:

Referendum on
EU membership
Electricity spot
market created

• Capital
• Time to build
• Risk or perceived risk
Actual
2018 economics
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•

SMRs provide clean, dispatchable electricity at scale

•

Price of electricity from an SMR provides long term price
certainty

•

Operating costs of an SMR are fixed, with little variation or
external influence

• Power station design NOT just nuclear
reactor

Innovation to reduce
• Capital
• Construction
period
• Risk

• Smaller in physical size and power output
(440MWe)
• Designed for all aspects of lifecycle
• Whole plant modularisation
• Seismic raft to standardise all plant
modules
• Short construction period from modular
approach
• Site canopy to improve efficiency / remove
environmental risk from construction
schedule
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Summary
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•

Most methods of decarbonisation require more clean
electricity

•

SMRs can play a key role but not at any cost

•

Our design is a power station NOT just a nuclear
reactor

•

Innovation for benefit not for technology sake

•

Driven by economics and market requirements

UK SMR
April 2020
Alan Woods
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NuScale Power:
Powering a UK-U.S.
Energy Partnership
New Nuclear Watch Institute
18 June 2020

Lenka Kollar
Director, Strategy & External Relations
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This material is based upon work supported by the Department of Energy under
Award Number DE-NE0008928.
This presentation was prepared as an account of work sponsored by an agency of the
United States (U.S.) Government. Neither the U.S. Government nor any agency
thereof, nor any of their employees, makes any warranty, express or implied, or
assumes any legal liability or responsibility for the accuracy, completeness, or
usefulness of any information, apparatus, product, or process disclosed, or represents
that its use would not infringe privately owned rights. Reference herein to any specific
commercial product, process, or service by trade name, trademark, manufacturer, or
otherwise does not necessarily constitute or imply its endorsement, recommendation,
or favoring by the U.S. Government or any agency thereof. The views and opinions of
authors expressed herein do not necessarily state or reflect those of the U.S.
Government or any agency thereof.
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NuScale Power: A New Day of Energy

SMARTER

CLEANER

SAFER

COST COMPETITIVE

Ingenuity is
Powering the Future

100% Carbon-Free
Clean Air

Safety First, Second
to None

•
•
•
•

• As clean as
renewables
• Cleaner than
fossil fuels
• Enables growth in
renewables
• Smaller
environmental
footprint

• Setting new
standards
• Tested and proven.
• Future-proofed
design
• Safe without power

Operational Sensibility
Meets Financial
Responsibility

Flexible
Simple
Small & scalable
Reliable

NuScale Nonproprietary Copyright © 2020 NuScale Power, LLC.

• Scalable investment
reduces capital demands
• Competitive economics
to natural gas
• Long-term financial
certainty unmatched
by fossil fuels
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Who is NuScale Power?
• NuScale Power was formed in 2007 for the sole purpose
of completing the design and commercializing a small
modular reactor (SMR) – the NuScale Power Module™.
• Initial concept had been in development and testing since
the 2000 U.S. Department of Energy (DOE) MASLWR
program.

NuScale Engineering Offices Corvallis

• Fluor, global engineering and construction company,
became lead investor in 2011.
• In 2013, NuScale won a competitive U.S. DOE Funding
Opportunity for matching funds, and has been awarded
over $300M in DOE funding since then.
• >530 patents granted or pending in nearly 20 countries.
• >400 employees in 6 offices in the U.S. and 1 office in
the U.K.

One-third Scale NIST-2 Test Facility

• Rigorous design review by the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory
Commission (NRC) to be completed in 2020.
• Total investment in NuScale to date is greater than
US$950M.
• First U.S. plant operation planned for 2027.

NuScale Nonproprietary Copyright © 2020 NuScale Power, LLC.

NuScale Control Room Simulator
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Core Technology:
NuScale Power ModuleTM
• A NuScale Power Module™ (NPM)
includes the reactor vessel, steam
generators, pressurizer, and containment
in an integral package – simple design
that eliminates reactor coolant pumps,
large bore piping and other systems and
components found in large conventional
reactors.
• Each module produces up to 60 MWe
─

small enough to be factory built for
easy transport and installation.

─

dedicated power conversion system
for flexible, independent operation.

─

incrementally added to match load
growth – up to 12 modules for 720
MWe gross (684 MWe net) total
output.

NuScale Nonproprietary Copyright © 2020 NuScale Power, LLC.
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A New Approach to Construction and Operation

NuScale Nonproprietary Copyright © 2020 NuScale Power, LLC.
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Beyond Baseload: NuScale Diverse Energy Platform

Reports for associated technical studies are available at: www.nuscalepower.com/technology/technical-publications
NuScale Nonproprietary Copyright © 2020 NuScale Power, LLC.
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Current Progress in Commercialization:
Licensing, Supply Chain, and Customers

NuScale Nonproprietary Copyright © 2020 NuScale Power, LLC.
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Blazing the Trail to Commercialization

NuScale Nonproprietary Copyright © 2020 NuScale Power, LLC.
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Supply Chain Progress
• Standard Plant Design activities are in
progress with support from Sargent and
Lundy and Fluor.
• NPM Design for Manufacture, Assembly,
and Transportation is ongoing through the
efforts of both Doosan Heavy Industries
and Construction and BWX Technologies.
• NPM Manufacturing trial activities have
commenced.
• The Emergency Core Cooling System
valves are undergoing valve “proof testing”
• NPM remote handling and bolting design
contracts are ongoing.
• The Distributed Control System is currently
out for bid for system design, test and
manufacture.
• ASME N-Stamp certification was received
in 2019.

Artistic concept of a NuScale Power Module manufacturing facility

NuScale Nonproprietary Copyright © 2020 NuScale Power, LLC.
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First Deployment: UAMPS Carbon Free Power Project
• Utah Associated Municipal Power Systems
(UAMPS) provides energy services to
community-owned power systems
throughout the Intermountain West.
• First deployment will be a 12-module plant
(720 MWe) within the Idaho National
Laboratory (INL) site, slated for commercial
operation in 2027.
• DOE awarded $63.3 million in matching
funds to perform site selection, secure site
and water, and prepare combined operating
license application to NRC and advance the
site specific design.
• Joint Use Modular Plant (JUMP) Program:
INL-DOE will lease one of the modules in the
12-module plant, for research purposes, an
additional module may be used in a Power
Purchase Agreement (PPA) to provide power
to INL.
NuScale Nonproprietary Copyright © 2020 NuScale Power, LLC.
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Partnership with the UK
• NuScale is advancing its plans to see SMRs
rolling off production lines in British factories and
generating power for British homes in the 2020s.
• A UK-U.S. partnership would turn the UK into an
export hub for SMRs, bringing with it jobs,
growth, and IP.
• NuScale presents substantial UK supply chain
opportunity. Engagement to date includes:
─
─

─

─

─

─

Ultra Electronics – developed Module Protection
System prototype
UK National Nuclear Laboratory (NNL) –
performed study to confirm NuScale SMR design
for use with MOX fuel
Nuclear Advanced Manufacturing Research
Centre (NAMRC) – collaborate on advanced
manufacturing techniques
Sheffield Forgemasters International Ltd –
demonstration forging of NuScale reactor vessel
head; program supported by Innovate UK
Several UK licensing and engineering
consultancies – performed regulatory gap
analysis and initial generic deployment plan
Numerous UK nuclear equipment suppliers
and module fabricators – developed initial
NuScale UK supplier team and market-specific
cost estimates

NuScale Nonproprietary Copyright © 2020 NuScale Power, LLC.
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The Future of Energy is Here

NuScale Nonproprietary Copyright © 2020 NuScale Power, LLC.
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Lenka Kollar
Director, Strategy & External Relations
lkollar@nuscalepower.com
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THE STATE ATOMIC ENERGY CORPORATION ROSATOM

ROSATOM RITM series SMRs

Elena Pashina

Marketing Director
Rusatom Overseas

2020

ROSATOM’s global SMR strategy

FROM SUFFICIENT MARKET SIZE FOR SERIAL CONSTRUCTION IN COUNTRY TO
EXPORT OF A TRIED, TESTED AND THUS RELIABLE TECHNOLOGY:
SMRs are part of Russian Energy strategy - 2035
SMRs are one of the key tracks of a Comprehensive R&D program of Russian
nuclear industry
Special purpose office responsible for FOAK project within ROSATOM was
established with participants from Rosatom major subsidiaries

Full government support for FOAK projects implemented in Russia
SMRs became one of ROSATOM key business areas.

The content of this presentation is for discussion purposes only, shall not be considered as an offer and doesn’t lead to any obligations to Rosatom and its affiliated companies.
Rosatom disclaims all responsibility for any and all mistakes, quality and completeness of the information.
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The world's only SMR floating nuclear power station

AKADEMIK LOMONOSOV

Small reactors for marine applications since 1954

FNPP COMMISSIONED
2 X KLT-40S
REACTORS

77 MWe
June 2019
Operation license is issued

nuclear power use will increase to accoun
annual greenhouse gas reductions

December 2019
FNPP was connected to the grid

May 2020
FNPP was fully commissioned

The content of this presentation is for discussion purposes only, shall not be considered as an offer and doesn’t lead to any obligations to Rosatom and its affiliated companies.
Rosatom disclaims all responsibility for any and all mistakes, quality and completeness of the information.
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RITM series reactors – the latest development that incorporates
all the best features from its predecessors
ROSATOM small reactors evolution

 Based on 400 reactor-years experience of ROSATOM in
operation of small reactors for marine applications
 Integral configuration
 3+ generation
 165 MWth
 Time proven PWR technology
 Proven efficiency and ultimate safety at all stages of the life
cycle
 45% less in the dimensions, 35% less in mass compared to
KLT-40S

The content of this presentation is for discussion purposes only, shall not be considered as an offer and doesn’t lead to any obligations to Rosatom and its affiliated companies.
Rosatom disclaims all responsibility for any and all mistakes, quality and completeness of the information.
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Versatility of RITM series SMRs

RITM-200

RITM-200N

Thermal capacity, MW

Thermal capacity, MW

175

165

Steam generating capacity, t/h

Steam generating capacity, t/h

RITM-200M

Thermal capacity, MW

RITM-400

Thermal capacity, MW

175

315

Steam generating capacity, t/h

Steam generating capacity, t/h

248

261

280

450

Design lifetime, years

Design lifetime, years

Design lifetime, years

Design lifetime, years

40

60

60

40

Fuel cycle, years

Fuel cycle, years

Fuel cycle, years

Fuel cycle, years

4-7

6-7

10

5

Reactor containment dimensions

Reactor containment dimensions

Reactor containment dimensions

Reactor containment dimensions

6 x 6 x 15,5

6 x 6 x 15,5

6,8 x 6,8 x 16

Status of the development

Status of the development

Status of the development

Status of the development

Six reactors manufactured

Land-based NPP under development

Concept design in progress

Basic design in progress

Year of commissioning

Year of commissioning

Year of commissioning

Year of commissioning

2019

2027

–

2030

The content of this presentation is for discussion purposes only, shall not be considered as an offer and doesn’t lead to any obligations to Rosatom and its affiliated companies.
Rosatom disclaims all responsibility for any and all mistakes, quality and completeness of the information.

9 x 8,2 x 17,5
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RITM series SMRs – referenced reactor technology

IN NOVEMBER 2019
TWO RITM-200 REACTORS
ATTAINED CRITICALITY

Two RITM-200 reactors provide 81 000 shaft
horsepower – most powerful icebreaker in the
world

Variable draught from 8.5 to 10.5 meters

Constructed at Baltzavod (Russia)

Atomflot (ROSATOM) – operator of the
icebreaker fleet

Arktika due to enter service in 2020

Sibir and Ural icebreakers to enter
operation in 2021 and 2022

The content of this presentation is for discussion purposes only, shall not be considered as an offer and doesn’t lead to any obligations to Rosatom and its affiliated companies.
Rosatom disclaims all responsibility for any and all mistakes, quality and completeness of the information.
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Land-based NPP equipped with RITM series SMR

2×53 MWe – 106 MWe
2 RITM-200N reactors

ELECTRICITY

Modularity
available

KEY FEATURES







3+ generation
7 years fuel cycle
<20% fuel enrichment
60 years design life
90% availability factor
Combined active and passive
systems
 3-4 years construction period
 Additional applications available

HEAT

DESALINATION

H2
HYDROGEN

FLEXIBLE, TAILOR-MADE SMALL NPP SOLUTION BASED
ON 3+ GENERATION RITM SMR IS DESIGNED TO
ADDRESS A WIDE RANGE OF CUSTOMER DEMANDS

The content of this presentation is for discussion purposes only, shall not be considered as an offer and doesn’t lead to any obligations to Rosatom and its affiliated companies.
Rosatom disclaims all responsibility for any and all mistakes, quality and completeness of the information.
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Land-based NPP conceptual design based on RITM series SMR
Modularity
MODULAR APPROACH ENABLES PLANT ELECTRICAL CAPACITY EXTENSION BY
CONSTRUCTING ADDITIONAL MAIN BUILDING AND COOLING TOWERS WITH SHARED USE
OF AUXILIARY BUILDINGS

106 MWe
15 acres

+ 2 additional reactors
212 MWe
22 acres

Auxiliary buildings area
(shared infrastructure)

The content of this presentation is for discussion purposes only, shall not be considered as an offer and doesn’t lead to any obligations to Rosatom and its affiliated companies.
Rosatom disclaims all responsibility for any and all mistakes, quality and completeness of the information.

+ 2 additional reactors
318 MWe
30 acres
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FOAK project of land-based SMR NPP in Russia
Project
development
team

Afrikantov OKBM

GSPI institute

Rusatom Overseas

• Reactor designer
• Technical solutions for NI

• General designer

• Project management
• Economics of the project

Project development time frame

Concept design
developed

2018

FOAK site selection
process started

FOAK site in
Russia selected

2019

2020

Site license
obtained

2023

License for
construction
obtained,
start of
construction

LAND-BASED SMR NPP
COMMISSIONING IN
RUSSIA

2024

2027

3

Rosatom is considering several sites for FOAK landbased SMR NPP in Russia:
1.

Large mining and processing plant in the Urals
(up to 300 MW)

2.

Industrial and public consumers in the Arctic
regions of Yakutia (>50 MW)

3.

The Baim deposit in Chukotka (250 MW)

2

1

The content of this presentation is for discussion purposes only, shall not be considered as an offer and doesn’t lead to any obligations to Rosatom and its affiliated companies.
Rosatom disclaims all responsibility for any and all mistakes, quality and completeness of the information.
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RITM series NPP benefits for Russian economy
2 х RITM-200N

7.4 USD
local industry
income

1 USD
invested

5.5 USD
GDP growth

Additional benefits
Significant reduction in existing
economically justified electricity tariffs
(replacement of diesel capacities) and
easing the burden on the budget

Created jobs:
3,902 during construction
366 during operation

The content of this presentation is for discussion purposes only, shall not be considered as an offer and doesn’t lead to any obligations to Rosatom and its affiliated companies.
Rosatom disclaims all responsibility for any and all mistakes, quality and completeness of the information.

Tax revenue:
$106 mn during construction
$724 mn during operation
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SMRs WILL BECOME A
LOW CARBON ENERGY
SOLUTION FOR:

“An important aspect of our
foreign practices is that Rosatom
always follows the principle:
first we build in our own
country and only then offer the
technology to the market”

•

markets with remote
areas

•

markets with ageing
conventional
capacities

•

markets with grid
constrains

•

energy intensive
remote facilities

Сначала реализо и затем предлагаем
отработанное референтное решение нашим
потенциальным заказчикам.

Alexey Likhachev
Director General of ROSATOM
The content of this presentation is for discussion purposes only, shall not be considered as an offer and doesn’t lead to any obligations to Rosatom and its affiliated companies.
Rosatom disclaims all responsibility for any and all mistakes, quality and completeness of the information.
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Key challenges the nuclear community needs to overcome to boost
SMR development

HARMONIZATION

COMPREHENSIVE
ENERGY SOLUTION

EFFECTIVE
LIFE-CYCLE

The content of this presentation is for discussion purposes only, shall not be considered as an offer and doesn’t lead to any obligations to Rosatom and its affiliated companies.
Rosatom disclaims all responsibility for any and all mistakes, quality and completeness of the information.

STANDARD
DESIGNS
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THANK YOU FOR YOUR ATTENTION!

ISCF Low Cost Nuclear
Rich Deakin
Challenge Director
NNWI Breakfast Briefing - Advanced and Small Modular Reactors
Thursday 18th June

Picture courtesy of UKSMR

Committee on Climate Change
(CCC) identified electricity
demand likely to neardouble (to 560-600TWh) by
2050. At the same time the
carbon intensity of electricity

needed to be less than
5gCO2/kWh (assuming carbon
negative technologies online).

Data courtesy of electricityMap 11th June 2020

What is Low Cost Nuclear?
A new way of building nuclear power
stations.
This will enable nuclear energy to
become an investible proposition for
affordable firm low carbon
electricity; driving down the cost of
nuclear generated electricity
deployable by 2030 or earlier.
“In 1908 Henry Ford delivered his first
Model T. In 1927 he delivered his 15th
million car. Innovation is about how you
deliver and not necessarily about the
technology.”

Written Ministerial Statement – 22nd July 2019
by Greg Clark, Secretary of State for Business,
Energy and Industrial Strategy
Policy Environment for Advanced Nuclear Technologies

 “We are today announcing that we are developing proposals to invest government money in the
creation of innovative small modular reactors (SMRs) which are less expensive to build than
traditional nuclear power plants. As stated to this house on 17th January 2019, we have received a
proposal from a consortium of businesses, led by Rolls-Royce, who have proposed a significant joint
investment of more than £500m focused on designing a first-of-a-kind SMR. The consortium expects
to more than match any Government funding both by direct investment and by raising funds from
third party organisations that wish to invest.”

 “The government can today confirm that the Consortium’s proposal has been accepted into Wave 3
of the Industrial Strategy Challenge Fund. The Challenge is to design a working model that could be
operational by the early 2030’s.”

 “We are looking to make an initial award of up to £18m to the Rolls-Royce-led consortium in early
Autumn 2019. The Rolls-Royce led consortium believes this new technology could create 40,000 jobs
at its peak and each power station could produce enough clean energy to power 750,000 homes.”

 Up to £45 million to be invested in the second phase of the Advanced Modular Reactor programme.
 The Office for Nuclear Regulation and the Environment Agency, published their modernised guidance
for developers of SMRs on their Generic Design Assessment, late 2019.
https://www.parliament.uk/business/publications/written-questions-answers-statements/written-statement/Commons/2019-07-22/HCWS1789/

Phase 1 and 2 Outcomes and Benefits
Phase 1

Phase 2

Overall UKSMR programme

Outcomes:

Outcomes:

Outcomes:

•Technical and Commercial
De-Risking.
•Preparation for Effective
Licensing.
•HMG Policy Intent.

•UK SMR GDA Step 3 complete.
•Technical and Commercial programme
certainty.
•Enabling of a UK based supply chain that
can deliver a first of a kind (FOAK)
deployment early 2030’s.
•Continuity in to LCN Phase 3 (funded by
private investment).

•First deployment of Small Nuclear in the UK
early 2030’s or sooner.
•Significantly increased UK skills, capabilities
and new facilities, ready to be deployed on
other nuclear and non-nuclear UK and
international programmes.
•Fleet of reactors with an initial focus of costeffective electricity but opportunity to support
other energy vectors (heat, hydrogen, synthetic
fuel) and pathway to Net Zero.

Benefits:

Benefits:

Benefits:

•Cost Effective/Timely
Delivery of Phase 2 and the
Overall UKSMR
Programme.
•Continued and
increased high
value Consortium jobs with
matched funding.

•LCN programme delivered in the UK
through predominantly UK organisations.
•A world leading capability within the UK
regulator(s) to facilitate Small Nuclear.
•Programme confidence ensuring private
investment for future phases.

•Creation of 40,000 jobs at peak construction
with a sustained level >15,000 through
operation.
•GVA - Greater than £100bn to UK Economy.
•Cost effective and secure energy - Homegrown
electricity 24/7 at a competitive LCOE.
•Access to global export markets (for
technologies and supply chain).

Picture courtesy of North West Nuclear Arc

Any questions?

Thank you!

Pictures courtesy of Nuclear AMRC

